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MANUEL VALLS loose the Primary Election of Socialist Party won by BENOIT
HAMON
He Wishes Benoit Hamon Good Luck

Paris, Washington DC, 30.01.2017, 03:06 Time

USPA NEWS - Manuel Valls, second candidate of the presidential primaries for the French Socialist Party, lost the elections, with
41% of the votes facing Benoit Hamon the winner. Manuel Valls 54, is former Prime Minister of the government of President Francois
Hollande, 

Manuel Valls, second candidate of the presidential primaries for the French Socialist Party, lost the elections, with 41% of the votes.
Manuel Valls 54, is former Prime Minister of the government of Francois Hollande, President of the current French Republic. The
winner, Benoit Hamon is the deputy of the Yvelines, 49 years old, and mayor of the city of Trappes. Here is the content of Manuel Valls
speech after his defeat.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I want to congratulate Benoit Hamon and I will see him in a few days. He was nominated the candidate of our political family and must
fulfill the mission of gathering I luis wishes good luck. The primary in unforeseen conditions after the withdrawal of Francois Hollande
was from which and showed clear choices. I thank the French and all people of all backgrounds and origins and people for defending a
certain idea of “‹“‹the left which requires the conquest and exercise of power and an uncompromising struggle for secularism and
always a prospect for the future.-------------------------------------------------
Thank you to all the team of “Avenue de France“� who have mobilized in all the departure, and Argenteuil Evry, place Beauvau and
friendships and loyalties since never And I would never forget. Defeats are part of political life and democracy and this feeling I like too
much life to have rancour does not regret anything when we have spared no effect. Have no regrets and be proud of our love of
France.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The left is credible for security and granted new rights to wage earners, it is a reformism that I embodied and we made reforms
wearing more prayers retreats at 50 years for some actions like the end of the cumulative mandates , Marriage our all signed climate
agreement for the future of the planet and the President of the Republic represented France in Mali. History will place our place and we
will not be ashamed of what we have done. We refuse to overcome the background populism in this world where America gave itself
by Donald Trump and whose decisions are frightening to the world and the seeds of political decomposition are the right and left for
our Republic it will be necessary to remain together, even If a chapter the policy ends. On January 13, 2015, the day after the attacks,
I made a speech in the National Assembly showing that the left is out to protect the French. Renewal and rebirth are indispensable to
France. A strong republic and a "fair France" after the 5 years ending and I assumed the protection of the French as Minister of the
Interior and I will continue this fierce fight." End of speech.-----------The speech was interrupted because at the same time Benoit
Hamon the winner of this primary election of the Socialist Party, arrived before the end of the intervention of Manuel Valls, to speak on
the microphone before journalists and voters. It seems that a technical error has crossed the two interventions of both candidates.
Benoit Hamon then apologized to his challenger Manuel Valls. They met at the headquarters of the Socialist Party, at Solferino Street,
and posed for a final photo by a handshake exchanged, marking a page that turns in the book of the Socialist Party of the French left.
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